**VCenter Server**

**Description**

By the end of this project you should have:

- vCenter Server installed (should be on your nfs datastore)
- Created a datacenter and added your hosts to it
- make sure all hosts can see your nfs data store (may already be done)
- Create a vm using vCenter server (should be stored on nfs datastore)

**How to**

You must have a windows vm created to proceed. (I used Windows 7). You should have also attached your ESXi instance to an NFS datastore.

Insert the `VMware-VCSA-all-6.7.0-xxxx` disk so that your windows machine can read it. Then, follow the slides [here](#). Phase 2 slides are [here](#)

**To Pass off**

Prove that you have done it. We will pass this off in class.